Abstract. Global chemical transport models (CTMs) are used extensively to study air pollution and transport at a global scale. These models are limited by coarse horizontal resolutions that do not allow for a detailed representation of small-scale nonlinear processes over the pollutant source regions. Here we couple the global GEOS-Chem CTM and its three high-resolution nested models to simulate the tropospheric carbon monoxide (CO) over the Pacific Ocean during five High-performance Instrumented Airborne Platform for Environmental Research (HIAPER) Pole-to-Pole Observations (HIPPO) campaigns between 2009 and 2011. We develop a two-way coupler, the PeKing University CouPLer (PKUCPL), allowing for the exchange and interaction of chemical constituents between the global model (at 2.5 • long. × 2 • lat.) and the three nested models (at 0.667 • long. × 0.5 • lat.) covering Asia, North America, and Europe. The coupler obtains nested model results to modify the global model simulation within the respective nested domains, and simultaneously acquires global model results to provide lateral boundary conditions (LBCs) for the nested models.
2010; Guan et al., 2014; Lin et al., 2014) . Atmospheric transport across the Pacific Ocean is studied extensively due to concerns on air quality over North America (Wuebbles et al., 2007; Lin et al., 2008a; Zhang et al., 2008; Cooper et al., 2010; Yu et al., 2012; Lin et al., 2014) . Carbon monoxide (CO) is often used as a transport tracer because of its relatively long lifetime in the troposphere (1-3 months) (Liu et al., 2003; Liang et al., 2004; Zhang et al., 2008; Liu et al., 2013) . Transport of CO and other pollutants to the Pacific Ocean is often measured by aircraft campaigns and satellite remote sensing (Liu et al., 2003; Zhang et al., 2008) . The recent five High-performance Instrumented Airborne Platform for Environmental Research (HIAPER) Pole-to-Pole Observations (HIPPO) campaigns measured various atmospheric constituents over the Pacific from 2009 to 2011 (Wofsy, 2011; see Fig. 1 for flight tracks and times). They provide detailed information on the seasonal and vertical structures of CO over the Pacific (Kort et al., 2012) , ideal for studying its spatiotemporal variability and for source attribution.
Analyses of global air pollution and transport are facilitated often by global chemical transport models (CTMs) that simulate various chemical, physical, and transport processes affecting air pollutants in the troposphere (Wild and Akimoto, 2001; Lin et al., 2008b; Zhang et al., 2008; Fiore et al., 2009; Liu et al., 2013; Lin et al., 2014) . Global CTMs normally have a horizontal resolution of 200-500 km (Fiore et al., 2009; Lamarque et al., 2013) , which is not able to capture nonlinear processes at various fine scales over the pollutant source regions. Over the past decades, nested CTMs with much increased horizontal resolutions have been developed by the global CTM community, e.g., GEOS-Chem ) and the Transport Model, version 5 (TM5) (Krol et al., 2005) , to better study air pollution characteristics over major pollutant source regions. For similar purposes, regional air quality models, such as the air quality model (AQM), the community multi-scale air quality model (CMAQ), and the Weather Research and Forecasting Model with Chemistry (WRF-Chem) model, have also been established with high horizontal resolutions (Huang et al., 2008; Lam and Fu, 2009; Pfister et al., 2011) . These regional or nested models often obtain lateral boundary conditions (LBCs) of chemicals from global CTM simulations, and they capture many small-scale processes under-represented by global CTMs. However, the high-resolution simulation results are rarely used for feedback to improve global CTM simulations. Such a one-way combination of global and regional models does not allow for high-resolution regional models to help study the global air pollutant transport.
In this paper, we use the GEOS-Chem CTM simulations to analyze the tropospheric CO over the Pacific Ocean measured from the five HIPPO campaigns over [2009] [2010] [2011] . For this purpose, we develop a two-way coupler, the PeKing University CouPLer (PKUCPL), to integrate results of the global GEOS-Chem model (at 2.5 • long. × 2 • lat.) and its three nested models (at 0.667 • long. × 0.5 • lat.). These nested models cover Asia , North America (Zhang et al., 2011) , and Europe (Vinken et al., 2014) . These regions are main pollution source regions where smallscale nonlinear chemical and physical processes may have significant impacts on the global environment. The coupler acquires nested model results to replace global model results within the respective nested domains, in addition to letting the global CTM provide LBCs to the nested models. The coupler minimizes the computational cost of two-way integration by allowing the four models to run parallel to each other.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the four GEOS-Chem models together with the two-way coupling framework. Section 3 presents an overall analysis of tropospheric CO simulated by the global CTM alone and by the two-way coupled model. Section 4 analyzes the tropospheric CO over the Pacific during the HIPPO campaigns, evaluating simulation results from the global model alone and the two-way coupled model. The analysis is focused on the seasonal and vertical variability of CO, with important implications found for using the coarse-resolution global model to constrain CO emissions. Section 5 concludes the present study.
GEOS-Chem and the two-way coupling framework

GEOS-Chem models
Both the global and three nested GEOS-Chem CTMs (version 08-03-02; ) are driven by the GEOS-5 assimilated meteorological data from the National Aeronautic and Space Administration Global Modeling and Assimilation Office. The nested models are run at a horizontal resolution of 0.667 • long. × 0.5 • lat. which is native to the GEOS-5 data (see Fig. 2a models have 47 vertical layers extending from the surface up to 0.01 hPa in a hybrid pressure-sigma coordinate, and the lowest 10 layers are each ∼ 130 m thick (see Appendix 3 at http://acmg.seas.harvard.edu/geos/doc/man/). The chemistry time step is 1 h in all models, while the transport time step is 15 min in the global model and 10 min in all nested models. Hereafter, we refer to the global model as the standalone global model and the two-way coupled model as the combined model system integrating the global model and all three nested models. All models are run with the full O x -NO x -VOC-CO-HO x gaseous chemistry with online aerosol calculations. Model convection follows a modified relaxed Arakawa-Schubert scheme (Rienecker et al., 2008) . Vertical mixing in the planetary boundary layer is parameterized with a non-local scheme (Holtslag and Boville, 1993; Lin and McElroy, 2010) .
Global anthropogenic emissions of nitrogen oxides (NO x ), CO, and non-methane volatile organic compounds (NMVOCs) are taken from the EDGAR 3.2-FT2000 (Emission Database for Global Atmospheric Research 3.2 Fast Track 2000) data set (Olivier et al., 2005) . Emissions over Asia, North America, and Europe are further replaced by various regional inventories shown in Table 1 . Emission data are available at 1 • long. × 1 • lat. or finer resolutions, and are regridded to model resolutions prior to the simulation of photochemistry. No interannual variability is imposed. Over Asia, temperature dependence is imposed upon residential emissions (Streets, 2003; Lin, 2012) . Figure 3a shows that global annual anthropogenic emissions of CO amount to Monthly biomass burning emissions are taken from the GFED2 data set (van der Werf et al., 2006) , with CO emissions updated to GFED3.1 . Figure  3b shows that global monthly biomass burning emissions of CO vary between 6.3 and 96 Tg month −1 over the course of 2008-2011, depending on the climatic conditions. Over the nested domains (Fig. 3b) , biomass burning emissions of CO vary more drastically with time.
Other emissions are calculated online, which are dependent on model meteorology and resolution. Lightning emissions of NO x are parameterized based on cloud heights (Price et al., 1997) , with a local adjustment based on the optical transient detector and lightning imaging sensor (OTD-LIS) satellite measurements (Sauvage et al., 2007; Murray et al., 2013) and a backward C-shape vertical profile (Ott et al., 2010) . Soil emissions of NO x follow Yienger and Levy (1995) and Wang et al. (1998) . Biogenic emissions of NMVOCs follow MEGAN (Model of Emissions of Gases and Aerosols from Nature) v2.1 (Guenther et al., 2006) .
For 2009, global emissions from all sources used in the coarse-resolution global model are ∼45 Tg N yr −1 for NO x , and 587 Tg C yr −1 for NMVOCs. Due to the resolutiondependent online calculation of biogenic NMVOC emissions and soil and lightning NO x emissions, the global all-source emissions in the two-way coupled model are larger than those in the global model by 5 % for NMVOCs and by 1 % for NO x . Figure 3c presents illustrative horizontal distributions of emissions over eastern China (part of the Asian nested domain). It shows that the spatial variability of emissions is much better resolved on the nested grid than on the global to January or to December 2009) to elaborate the physical mechanisms affecting the CO simulation under the two-way coupling framework. Figure 4 shows the flowchart of the global and nested model coupling process. All models are regulated by the PKUCPL coupler. The coupler determines when and how to output global model results to update the LBCs of nested models, and to output nested model results to adjust the global model. Information of all chemical species is exchanged every 3 h between the global and nested models. At the time step for information exchange, the propagation of a particular model is paused until all relevant information has been updated. Figure 2b illustrates the global and nested model grid cells for information exchange. For a nested model, a buffer zone consisting of three nested grid cells is implemented on each edge of the nested domain ( Fig. 2b) . At the time of updating LBCs, mixing ratios of all chemical species in the buffer zone are taken directly from the respectively grid cells of the global model. A more detailed description of the LBC setups can be found in Chen et al. (2009) . While providing the LBCs, global model results in the troposphere are replaced by nested model results within the respective nested domains. Specifically, mass concentrations of all chemical species are output from nested models, regridded horizontally to match the global model grid with mass conservation guaranteed, and then used to replace global model results in the troposphere. Global model grid cells overlapping with the buffer zone of a nested model are not adjusted (Fig. 2b) . To guarantee mass conservation in the horizontal regridding process, pollutant mass in a nested grid cell is calculated and then allocated to global grid cells based on the fraction of the area of the nested grid cell belonging to a given global grid cell.
Two-way coupling setup
Under the two-way coupling framework, all models proceed in parallel. The wall-clock time of the coupled system is greater than the slowest individual model (the nested model for North America) by only 10 %; the additional time is used for information exchange between models. With an eightcore (Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU X7550 at 2.00 GHz) OpenMP parallelization for each global or nested model, the coupled system takes about 10 days to finish one simulation year.
Testing the accuracy of the two-way coupling
Several issues warrant considerations for the two-way coupling. First, the coupled simulation may be affected by the frequency of inter-model data exchange. We find that increasing the exchange frequency from every 3 h to every 1 h does not affect the CO simulation after the 6-month spin-up period.
In addition, our treatment of LBCs is relatively simplified as the horizontal fluxes of chemicals (Krol et al., 2005) are not accounted for explicitly. This introduces certain random perturbations to the nested models that might in turn affect the global simulation in the two-way coupled system. We thus conduct a test two-way coupled simulation that successively increases the LBCs by 5 % for all chemical species at an exchange time step and then decreases the LBCs by 5 % at the next time step. We find that, even with such a large perturbation, the test simulation reproduces the two-way coupled simulation without the 5 % perturbation after the 6-month spin-up period.
Furthermore, mass conservation is required in regridding the nested model results to modify the global model. To address the mass conservation issue, we conduct additional test simulations by turning off all source and sink processes in both the global model and the two-way coupled model. Since the two simulations use the same initial conditions and only simulate the transport processes, mass conservation means that the total atmospheric content of CO should be the same between the global model and the two-way coupled model. Indeed, the test two-way coupled simulation reproduces the CO content simulated by the test global model. (Fig. 5b-d) , the tropospheric mean CO simulated by the global model varies from 70 ppb to 115 ppb over the 1.5 yr period. CO reaches a maximum in the Northern Hemisphere winterspring with a minimum in summer, reflecting the seasonal variation in CO sources and lifetime (Liang et al., 2004) . The two-way coupled model produces more CO than the global model; the difference in 2009 is about 12.9 ppb (13.9 %) averaged over Asia, 8.9 ppb (11.2 %) over North America, and 9.4 ppb (11.7 %) over Europe. Globally (Fig. 5a ), CO mixing ratios in 2009 simulated by the two-way coupled model are about 7.4 ppb (10.4 %) higher than those simulated by the global model alone. The enhancement is more significant in the Northern Hemisphere (13.3 %), which alleviates the negative bias over the Northern Hemisphere typical for coarse-resolution global models . The enhancement is smaller in the Southern Hemisphere (6.9 %). Table 2 further shows the CO budget in 2009. The tropospheric CO loss simulated by the two-way coupled model is close to that simulated by the global model. This is due to the decrease in hydroxyl radical (OH) content (see Sect. 3.3) compensating for the enhancement in CO. However, the mean tropospheric lifetime of CO (burden divided by loss) is enhanced by 9.0 %, from 1.75 months to 1.91 months.
Accumulation of small differences differentiates the two-way coupled simulation from the global model
To elucidate how the difference between the two-way coupled model and the global model accumulates, we also conduct simulations with one-way nested models (i.e., no feedbacks to the global model; blue lines in Fig. 5b-d ). CO concentrations simulated by the one-way nested models differ slightly from global model results on any given day, but the difference varies from one day to another (as evident from the green lines). On average, the one-way nested models produce daily mean CO higher than the global model by 1.24 ppb over Asia and 0.68 ppb over North America and lower by 0.15 ppb over Europe. Here, the nested models adopt LBCs from the global model every 3 h with no influences on the global model; thus, the CO difference cannot be accumulated effectively throughout time. With the two-way coupling (red lines), however, these regional differences are used to modify the global model every 3 h and, with the long lifetime of CO, are accumulated and carried across the globe. Figure 5d shows that over Europe, the one-way nested model (blue line) results in lower CO than the global model (black line), while the two-way coupled model (red line) produces higher CO than the global model. This is due to the elevated transport of CO produced in Asia and North America via the two-way coupling mechanism. Such interaction between high-resolution simulations in multiple regions has been unexplored previously and warrants further research. As shown below, the contributions of these factors are derived in a linear manner as a first-order estimate. The contributions of these factors may be different in other months and years as a result of changes in emissions, meteorology, and chemical reactivity; moreover, further research is needed for more systematic evaluation. First, the magnitude of emissions differs between the two simulations. As shown in Sect. 2.1, due to changes in online emissions, global total emissions are larger in the twoway coupled model than in the global model by 5 % for NMVOCs and by 1 % for NO x . The additional NMVOC emissions increase the tropospheric CO, whereas the extra NO x emissions have a negative impact on CO (by increasing the OH content). A test simulation with the global model adopts all emissions in the nested domains from the two-way coupled model at every time step, via a mass-conserved gridconversion process. The test simulation increases the tropospheric CO in January 2009 by 3.5 % compared to the standard global model (Table 3) , roughly representing the effect of differences in emission magnitude between the two-way coupled model and the global model. The residual difference of 6.1 % (i.e., 9.6 % minus 3.5 %) represents the combined effect of all factors other than emission magnitude. Furthermore, the two-way coupled model better captures the small-scale spatial variability of NO x , NMVOCs, and CO concentrations in the nested domains with a consequence on the photochemical efficiency. For example, the efficiency of NO x in producing ozone (and thus affecting OH and CO) highly depends on its abundance relative to NMVOCs and CO. Decreasing the horizontal resolution leads to more significant artificial mixing of NO x , NMVOCs, and CO with a resulting effect on its photochemical efficiency. In our study, the spatial variability in concentration is driven by the variability in emissions (see Fig. 3c for example), since the twoway coupled model uses the same initial conditions as the global model. To derive the effect of small-scale emission variability, we conduct a test simulation of the two-way coupled model by adopting all emissions from the global model at every time step. Here, emissions are regridded from 2.5 • long. × 2 • lat. to 0.667 • long. × 0.5 • lat. in the nested domains such that horizontal variability at scales smaller than 2.5 • long. × 2 • lat. is not resolved. As a result, the test twoway coupled simulation produces higher CO by 1.5 % than the standard global model in January 2009. The 1.5 % difference represents the combined effect of non-emission smallscale variability (related to vertical transport, radiation, and other resolution-dependent processes) that is resolved on the 0.667 • long. × 0.5 • lat. grid but not on the 2.5 • long. × 2 • lat. grid. Therefore, the effect of small-scale variability in NO x , NMVOCs, and CO emissions (which greatly determine their concentration variability) is estimated at 4.6 % (i.e., 6.1 % minus 1.5 %), contributing about half of the difference between the two-way coupled model and the global model. Table 4 shows the impacts of two-way coupling on the tropospheric OH budget. Consistent with the increased CO content, the air mass weighted global mean tropospheric OH in 2009 simulated by the two-way coupled model is lower than that simulated by the global model by 4.2 % (11.9 × 10 5 vs. 12.4 × 10 5 molec cm −3 ). The 4.2 % difference exceeds the standard deviation of OH interannual variation estimated at 2.3 % (Montzka et al., 2011) . The OH reduction is more significant in the Northern Hemisphere (5.7 %) than in the Southern Hemisphere (2.1 %), reducing the northern-southern hemispheric OH ratio from 1.27 to 1.24. This change helps alleviate the overestimation in hemispheric OH contrast typical for coarse-resolution global CTMs ; however, the production and loss rates of OH are affected insignificantly (Table 4) . For example, the loss via OH + CO reaction changes marginally due to the increased CO concentration compensating for the decreased OH. 
Factors differentiating the two-way coupled model from the global model
Impacts on tropospheric OH abundance and methyl chloroform lifetime (MCF)
, where i denotes a layer, T the troposphere, S the stratosphere, P i the delta air pressure, κ i the reaction constant, C i the OH concentration, and A the area occupied by a grid cell. The coefficient of 0.92 accounts for the vertical gradient of methyl chloroform mixing ratio (Prather et al., 2012) . The horizontal and time dimensions are omitted from the equation for simplicity.
The reduced OH abundance leads to an enhanced lifetime of methyl chloroform via tropospheric OH from 5.3 yr to 5.5 yr, a 4.2 % increase. The enhanced lifetime is closer to the observation-based estimate at 6.0-6.3 yr (Prinn et al., 2005; Prather et al., 2012) . Figure 1 shows the flight tracks and dates of five HIPPO aircraft campaigns conducted in various seasons between 2009 and 2011. These campaigns were designed to measure atmospheric trace constituents in the remote troposphere over the Pacific, Arctic, and near-Antarctic regions (Wofsy, 2011) . In these campaigns, aircrafts took off in central North America, flew northward to almost 85 • N, turned southward until 75 • S, and finally went back to North America. The measurements provide a large quantity of global-scale high-quality data for analysis of atmospheric chemistry in these remote areas. During HIPPO, CO was measured by direct absorption spectroscopy using the Harvard University/Aerodyne Research Quantum Cascade Laser Spectrometer (Jimenez et al., 2005; Kort et al., 2012) . To evaluate GEOS-Chem simulations, this study uses the merged data set providing the tropospheric CO mixing ratios at a vertical resolution of 0.1 km (see http://hippo.ornl.gov/node/16). A total of 620 vertical profiles over the Pacific Ocean are employed, with 124 profiles from HIPPO-1, 98 from HIPPO-2, 103 from HIPPO-3, 143 from HIPPO-4, and 152 from HIPPO-5. Model results for CO are sampled at the times and locations of individual measurements to ensure spatiotemporal consistency with the HIPPO data. In particular, model results in the grid box encompassing the location (longitude, latitude, and altitude) of a given measurement are used for comparison with the observation.
Evaluation of simulated CO over the Pacific during the five HIPPO campaigns
Selection of HIPPO CO data and coincident model results
General spatiotemporal pattern of the Pacific
CO during HIPPO Figure 6a shows the time-height distribution of CO mixing ratios over the Pacific measured from the five campaigns. Most measurements are concentrated below 10 km, especially below 9 km. Below 10 km, CO normally exceeds 80 ppb at the beginning and end of each campaign measured over the North Pacific, with values normally lower than 70 ppb measured over the South Pacific (Wofsy, 2011) . The hemispheric contrast is due mainly to the larger sources of CO in the Northern Hemisphere. Figure 6a shows that the measured North Pacific CO mixing ratios reach a maximum during HIPPO-3 in March-April 2010. This reflects in part the strong Asian biomass burning emissions in the period (Fig. 3b) . Asian influences are also enhanced in spring because of increased midlatitude cyclonic activity supplemented by a relatively long lifetime of CO (Liu et al., 2003; Liang et al., 2004) . By comparison, the North Pacific CO mixing ratios are the lowest during HIPPO-4 and HIPPO-5 over June-September 2011 when the lifetime of CO reaches a minimum (Liang et al., 2004) . Figure 6b and c show that both the global model and the two-way coupled model reproduce the general spatiotemporal structure of HIPPO CO. However, the two-way coupled simulation is closer to HIPPO CO than the global model, particularly for the high values over the North Pacific. The mean bias in the two-way coupled model is only 1.1 ppb (1.4 %) below 9 km, with a bias of −1.8 ppb (−2.3 %) for the North Pacific and 2.6 ppb (3.3 %) for the South Pacific. The global model generally underestimates HIPPO CO with a mean bias by −7.2 ppb (−9.2 %) below 9 km; the bias is much larger over the North Pacific (−10.2 ppb, −13.1 %) than over the South Pacific (−1.6 ppb, −2.1 %). Such a negative bias in the Northern Hemisphere is typical for coarse-resolution global CTMs . Figure 7 further evaluates the simulated CO mixing ratios in each vertical layer with a thickness of 1 km (layer 1 Figure 9 . Measured and simulated vertical profiles of CO at 0.1 km intervals averaged across all HIPPO campaigns at the six latitude bands of 30 • width. Model results are sampled at times and locations coincident to HIPPO measurements. Also shown are the number of profiles and mean model biases below 9 km (with abundant measurements) at each band.
for 0-1 km, layer 2 for 1-2 km, etc.) during the five HIPPO campaigns. Compared to the global model, the two-way coupled simulation reduces the mean normalized bias relative to HIPPO CO in all but the 10th, 11th, and 12th layers (between 9 km and 12 km). Note that comparisons at higher altitudes, especially above 10 km, are subject to scarcity in measurements (Fig. 6a) . In all layers, the two-way coupled model also slightly improves the correlation with HIPPO CO.
Vertical profile of Pacific CO during HIPPO
The thick yellow lines in Fig. 8a -e show the mean vertical distributions of CO measured from individual HIPPO campaigns. In general, the measured CO mixing ratios are larger in the lower and mid-troposphere than in the upper troposphere. The largest vertical contrast occurs during HIPPO-3 in March-April 2010, with CO reaching 105 ppb near the surface and at around 5-6 km in contrast to a value of 60 ppb at 12 km. The vertical contrast reflects the strong springtime Asian outflow in the lower and mid-troposphere (Liu et al., 2003; Liang et al., 2004) . By comparison, the vertical contrast is only about 10 ppb during HIPPO-4 in JuneJuly 2011, due to strong convective activities in the northern hemispheric summer that mix CO more evenly. During HIPPO-5 in August-September 2011, CO mixing ratios change by 20 ppb at around 9 km due to the stratospheric influences. A similar change is also shown in model simulations, albeit with a smaller magnitude due possibly to model overestimations in the stratosphere.
The red lines in Fig. 8a-e show that the two-way coupled simulation captures the vertical distribution of HIPPO CO. The bias is the smallest during HIPPO-1 (winter) where the model reproduces various fine structures of HIPPO CO throughout the troposphere (Fig. 8a) . The two-way coupled simulations compare fairly well with HIPPO-2 (late fall) and HIPPO-5 (summer; except for the positive biases above 9 km as influenced by the stratosphere). For HIPPO-3 (spring), the coupled model reproduces the mid-tropospheric peak in the HIPPO data, but with a much smaller magnitude. This is likely due to the use of monthly biomass burning emissions that do not capture the episodic emissions occurring during the HIPPO-3 times. As shown in Fig. 3b , biomass burning is very active in this spring period. Likely for similar reasons, the coupled model also does not well capture the observed peaks in the lower and mid-troposphere in . Averaged across the five campaigns (Fig. 8f) , the twoway coupled simulation is within 3 ppb of HIPPO CO below 9 km with an overestimation of 1-5 ppb above 9 km.
The black lines in Fig. 8a-e show that the global model also captures the general vertical structure of HIPPO CO, but with negative biases during all campaigns. Averaged across the five campaigns (Fig. 8f) , the global model underestimates the HIPPO CO by 1-10 ppb throughout the troposphere. Figure 9 further evaluates the model simulations at six latitude bands of 30 • width (e.g., 60-90 • N, 30-60 • N). Consistent with the above analyses, the two-way coupled model captures the vertical profiles of HIPPO CO measurements much better than the global model in the Northern Hemisphere (Fig. 9a, c, e) . At 60-90 • N, both models do not capture the peak around 5 km, while the two-way coupled model still has a smaller mean bias below 9 km. Overall, the mean biases below 9 km are within 3 ppb (3 %) for the two-way coupled model at the three northern hemispheric bands, compared to the negative biases exceeding 11 ppb (> 10 %) for the global model. At the three southern hemispheric bands (Fig. 9b, d, f) , although the global model is slightly closer to HIPPO CO than the two-way coupled model at 30-60 • S, both models have small mean biases below 9 km (within 3 ppb) at all these bands.
Implications of model resolution dependence for CO emission constraint
Global models are often used to constrain CO emissions, where the mean model bias relative to measurements is attributed to emission errors (e.g., Stavrakou and Müller, 2006; Kopacz et al., 2010; Hooghiemstra et al., 2011) . These studies tend to suggest CO emissions, as constrained by modeling and measurements, to be higher than those in emission inventories. For example, Kopacz et al. (2010) Table 2 ). Previous studies have discussed uncertainties in model meteorology , transport (Liu et al., 2010; Jiang et al., 2013) , chemistry and the OH field (Kopacz et al., 2010; Hooghiemstra et al., 2011) affecting emission constraints. Here we show that the tropospheric CO simulated by the two-way coupled model is much higher than that simulated by the global model and is much closer to HIPPO measurements, as a consequence of improved representation of resolution-dependent emissions, chemistry, physics, and transport. This resolution effect is also consistent with our previous global model simulations, which show that a 5 • long. × 4 • lat. model leads to a 3 % reduction in global tropospheric mean CO compared to a model at 2.5 • long. × 2 • lat. These results have important implications for using the global model to constrain CO emissions.
To elaborate on this point, we adjust CO emissions in the global model in an attempt to reproduce the two-way coupled simulation. We find that the global model simulation can resemble the two-way coupled simulation during HIPPO-1, especially below 4 km, by increasing global CO emissions from all sources by 15 % (Fig. 8a, green line) . Emission increases with respect to other campaigns are 25 % for HIPPO-2, 15 % for HIPPO-3, 25 % for HIPPO-4, and 35 % for HIPPO-5 ( Fig. 8b-e; green lines) . Here all simulations start from July 2008 with adjusted CO emissions. The extent of required emission increases is larger than the magnitude of CO difference (about 11 % based on Sects. 4.2 and 4.3), because emissions contribute less than half of tropospheric CO sources. As shown in Table 2 , emissions contributed about 38 % of tropospheric CO in 2009, with the residual 62 % attributed to oxidation of methane and NMVOCs. The simulation results here imply that, when used for emission constraints, the two-way coupled simulation would suggest much lower CO emissions to match measurements than the coarse-resolution global model.
Conclusions
We develop a two-way coupler (PKUCPL) to integrate the global GEOS-Chem CTM (at 2.5 • long. × 2 • lat.) and its three high-resolution nested models (0.667 • long. × 0.5 • lat.) covering Asia, North America, and Europe. Under the cou-pling framework, the global model provides LBCs of chemicals for the nested models, while the nested models produce high-resolution results to improve the global model within the respective nested domains. The nested models encompass major anthropogenic pollutant source regions and better capture many small-scale nonlinear processes under-represented by the global model; moreover, the two-way coupling allows for such improvements to have a global impact.
Analysis for 2009 shows that the tropospheric CO concentrations simulated by the two-way coupled model are much higher than those simulated by the global model, with a difference of 10.4 % averaged across the globe. The enhancement reaches 13.3 % in the Northern Hemisphere, alleviating the northern hemispheric underestimation typical for global models . The increase in CO is accompanied by a 4.2 % reduction in global mean tropospheric mean OH, the magnitude of which is larger than the OH interannual variability estimated at 2.3 % (Montzka et al., 2011) . The reduction in OH content results in a 4.2 % enhancement (from 5.3 yr to 5.5 yr) in the MCF lifetime with respect to reaction with tropospheric OH, bringing it closer to observationbased estimates at 6.0-6.3 yr (Prinn et al., 2005; Prather et al., 2012) .
We delineate the factors differentiating the two-way coupled model from the global model in a simplified linear manner, taking for illustration the simulated CO concentration in January 2009. The two-way coupled simulation results in higher CO by 9.6 % in January 2009. We find that a 4.6 % enhancement is due to improved representation of smallscale spatial variability in NO x , NMVOCs, and CO emissions (which greatly determine their concentration variability) resolved on the fine grid but not on the coarse grid. Another 3.5 % enhancement is due to increased soil and lightning emissions of NO x and especially biogenic emissions of NMVOCs that are dependent of model meteorology and resolution. Furthermore, an additional 1.5 % enhancement is due to improved simulation of vertical transport, radiation, and other resolution-dependent processes.
We use the two-way coupled model and the global model to simulate the tropospheric CO mixing ratios over the Pacific during the five HIPPO campaigns in various seasons between 2009 and 2011. Both models capture the general seasonal, horizontal, and vertical distributions of HIPPO CO. Compared to the global model, the two-way coupled model correlates better with HIPPO CO spatiotemporally. Averaged across the five campaigns, CO simulated by the two-way coupled model is within 3 ppb of HIPPO CO below 9 km with a positive bias of 1-5 ppb above 9 km; the mean bias is 1.1 ppb (1.4 %) between 0 and 9 km. The global model underestimates HIPPO CO by 1-10 ppb throughout the troposphere with a mean bias of −7.2 ppb (−9.2 %) below 9 km; the bias is most apparent over the North Pacific, consistent with the northern hemispheric underestimation typical for global models .
Our test simulations with the global model suggest that increasing the global CO emissions from all sources by about 15 % would lead to CO mixing ratios comparable to those simulated by the two-way coupled model during HIPPO-1, especially below 4 km; the respective emission increases are 25 % for HIPPO-2, 15 % for HIPPO-3, 25 % for HIPPO-4, and 35 % for HIPPO-5. These results imply an important model dependence on horizontal resolution that is largely unaccounted for in the literature on CO emission constraints.
Our two-way coupling framework minimizes the computational time and model complexity commonly concerned for multi-model integration. This is achieved by running all models in parallel under the regulation of the master coupler PKUCPL. With this coupler, it is straightforward to incorporate additional nested models with the same or different horizontal resolutions. In particular, a much finer nested GEOSChem model (at 0.3125 • long. × 0.25 • lat.) is currently available for North America and under development for other regions. As such, it is feasible to develop a low-computationalcost multi-regional multi-layer (e.g., from global ∼ 2 • , regional ∼ 0.5 • , and local ∼ 0.25 • ) two-way coupling system to facilitate research on the interactions between global, regional, and local scales. The coupled system will help address questions such as the impacts of megacities and urbanization on pollutant transport, global environment, and climate change (Parrish and Zhu, 2009 ).
